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Abstract—Smartphones consume a significant amount of
power. Indeed, they can hardly provide a full day of use
between charging operations even with a 2000 mAh battery.
While power minimization and dynamic power management
techniques have been heavily explored to improve the power
efficiency of modules (processors, memory, display, GPS, etc.)
inside a smartphone platform, there is one critical factor that is
often overlooked: the power conversion efficiency of the power
delivery network (PDN). This paper focuses on dc–dc converters,
which play a pivotal role in the PDN of the smartphone platform.
Starting from detailed models of the dc–dc converter designs,
two optimization methods are presented: 1) static switch sizing
to maximize the efficiency of a dc–dc converter under statistical
loading profiles and 2) dynamic switch modulation to achieve
the high efficiency enhancement under dynamically varying load
conditions. To verify the efficacy of the optimization methods
in actual smartphone platforms, this paper also presents a
characterization procedure for the PDN. The procedure is as
follows: 1) group the modules in the smartphone platform
together and use profiling to estimate their average and peak
power consumption levels and 2) build an equivalent dc–dc
converter model for the power delivery path from the battery
source to each group of modules and use linear regression to
estimate the conversion efficiency of the corresponding equivalent
converter. Experimental results demonstrate that the static switch
sizing can achieve 6% power conversion efficiency enhancement,
which translates to 19% reduction in power loss general usage of
the smartphone. The dynamic switch modulation accomplishes
similar improvement at the same condition, while also achieving
high efficiency enhancement in various load conditions.
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I. Introduction

GROWING demand for increased smartphone functional-
ity and the need to support all kinds of popular applica-

tions on the smartphone have been driving the trend toward in-
cluding many high-performance modules (such as high-speed
processors, fast wireless interface, large and high resolution
display, sophisticated sensors) on the smartphone platform.
The usability of smartphones has, however, been hampered by
their low service time between successive charging operations.
This is because the electrical energy storage density of modern
batteries has been advancing at a relatively low pace compared
to rate at which functional and performance improvements
have been made to the smartphone platform and components.
The latter, however, comes at the expense of increased power
consumption in the smartphone platform.

Consequently, there has been a surge of interest in reducing
power consumption of the smartphone platform. Some recent
works have focused on developing power macromodels for
the modules in the smartphone platforms [2]–[5]. Similarly,
dynamic power management (DPM) techniques [6], [7] have
been widely investigated and employed in various platforms,
including smartphones.

While power modeling and DPM in the smartphone plat-
forms have been heavily investigated, there is one critical
factor that has often been overlooked, and that is the power
conversion efficiency of the power delivery network (PDN) in
smartphones. The PDN provides the battery power to all the
modules. The conceptual diagram of the PDN in Fig. 1 shows
that it consists of dc–dc converters. In reality, dc–dc converters
in the PDN of a smartphone inevitably dissipate power, and
power dissipations from all converters inside the platform can
result in a considerable amount of power loss. Given that the
overall PDN’s power efficiency is the ratio of the power con-
sumed by all the smartphone modules to the power drawn from
the smartphone battery, Fig. 2 shows that the overall power
efficiency of a real smartphone platform is around 60%–75%.
Improving the power conversion efficiency can thus ensure
appreciably longer battery life. This paper focuses on power
conversion efficiency in the smartphone platform and intro-
duces an optimization procedure for improving it.

Modern dc–dc converters exhibit high peak power con-
version efficiency, but their efficiency can drop dramatically
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Fig. 1. Conceptual diagram of the PDN in a smartphone platform.

Fig. 2. Measure of traces of the power conversion efficiency of the PDN in
the Qualcomm Snapdragon MDP MSM8660.

under adverse load conditions (i.e., out-of-range output current
levels) [1], [8]. In other words, a state-of-the-art switching
dc–dc converter can exhibit low conversion efficiency when
there is a mismatch between the converter characteristics
and its load. To tackle this drawback, a few approaches
have been proposed. To design an optimal structure of the
dc–dc converters, two methods have been introduced [9], [10].
A multiswitching scheme has been proposed to adaptively
change the converter characteristics according to the load
conditions [11], [12]. Component tuning in a dc–dc converter
to ensure that the converter operates with high efficiency under
the given load condition has been suggested in [1] and [13].

Starting with detailed models of the dc–dc converter de-
signs, this paper presents two optimization methods to min-
imize the power loss due to the dc–dc converters according
to the load conditions. First, we propose a static switch
sizing (S3) method. The objective is to statically perform
optimal sizing on the output stage drivers of the converter
(i.e., the power MOSFET switches) at design time, according
to statistical information about the load behavior. Next, we
extend the multiswitching scheme to adaptively turn on/off the
switches inside the dc–dc converter, depending on the required
amount of load current. This method, called dynamic switch
modulation (DSM), enables the dynamic control of the dc–dc
converter so as to minimize its power loss under dynamically
changing load conditions. This paper provides sophisticated
control policies of the multiple switches as well as design
optimization algorithms to find the number of switches and
their optimum sizes.

To apply the proposed optimization methods to the ac-
tual smartphone platform, we perform the PDN characteri-
zation [1]. This paper proposes a characterization procedure,
based on: 1) development of an equivalent dc–dc converter
model; 2) module grouping; and 3) linear regression. The pro-
posed equivalent dc–dc converter model can effectively model
different types of converters and their cascade connections to
represent a power delivery path from the battery cell to a

collection of load devices. Each equivalent dc–dc converter
model has its own conversion efficiency coefficients, and we
perform characterization to identify these coefficients. The
module grouping procedure enhances the accuracy of linear
regression used for the conversion efficiency characterization.

This paper also provides extensive experimental results. We
verify the accuracy of power conversion efficiency characteri-
zation with real measurement data. The results point out to the
fact that power conversion efficiency of the target smartphone
platform is quite low. Next, the load current profiles for each
module in the smartphone platform are collected. Finally, we
apply the two proposed optimization methods (i.e., S3 and
DSM) to ensure that the converters operate at the most energy-
efficient points. The experimental results demonstrate that the
S3 achieves 6% overall efficiency enhancement, which trans-
lates to 19% power loss reduction for the general smartphone
usage pattern. The results of DSM show that it can accomplish
the efficiency enhancements as high as the S3. Furthermore,
DSM can perform the efficiency enhancement for the whole
load current range conditions.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II provides some background on the dc–dc converter
model. In Section III, the two optimization methods are pre-
sented. Section IV introduces the characterization procedures
of the power conversion efficiency. Section V is dedicated to
the experimental work, while Section VI concludes this paper.

II. DC−DC Converter Model

Typical dc–dc converters in the smartphone platforms can
be classified into three types, inductive dc–dc converters, low-
dropout linear regulator (LDO), and capacitive dc–dc con-
verters, according to the circuit implementation and operation
principles. The inductive dc–dc converters achieve very high
power conversion efficiencies for wide range of their output
loads. These types of converters can step up the output voltage
so that it becomes higher than the input voltage (i.e., boost),
or step down the output voltage so that it is lower than
the input voltage (i.e., buck). On the other hand, the output
voltage of an LDO can only be lower than its input voltage. In
general, LDOs are good at low-noise output voltage, low area-
overhead, and ease of integration. However, their limitation
of low power conversion efficiencies makes them normally
used to provide power for some noise-sensitive RF or analog
modules in smartphones. The capacitive dc–dc converters have
lower area overhead than the inductive dc–dc converters,
and achieve better power conversion efficiency than LDOs.
However, unlike the inductive dc–dc converters where the
power conversion efficiencies depend only on parasitics of
their components, the conversion efficiencies of the capacitive
dc–dc converters are limited by their output resistance. Thus,
it drops significantly as the conversion ratio moves away from
the ideal ratio of a given topology and operating mode [14].
In this paper, we consider only the buck type inductive dc–dc
converters and the LDOs. Using those dc–dc converters can
appropriately provide the low-noise output voltages with high
conversion efficiency to the various modules in the smartphone
platforms.
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Fig. 3. Circuit diagram of a buck-type inductive dc–dc converter.

A. Inductive dc–dc Converter Model

The inductive dc–dc converter consists of an inductor,
a capacitor, two MOSFET switches, and a pulse-width-
modulation (PWM) controller. Fig. 3 shows the simplified
schematics of the buck type inductive dc–dc converter (sim-
ply called dc–dc converter in the remainder of this pa-
per). The PWM appropriately charges or discharges the out-
put node to keep the output voltage of the converter at
a desired target level. The high frequency switching noise
is rejected by the L-C filter, whereas a small but impor-
tant portion of the noise appears as output voltage ripples.
Major power losses arise from the on-resistance of power
switches and the parasitic resistance of passive elements in the
design.

In Fig. 3, the pMOS switch is shown as sw1. Its ON-
resistance and ON-state gate charge are denoted by Rsw1 and
Qsw1, respectively. Similarly, the nMOS switch, shown as sw2
in the figure, has an ON-resistance Rsw2 and gate charge Qsw2,
accordingly. Parasitic series resistances of the inductor, L, and
the capacitor, C, are denoted by RL and RC, respectively.
Depending on the physical source of power consumption,
the equation for the dc–dc converter power losses may be
derived from the following three models: conduction loss,
switching loss, and controller power consumption, denoted by
Pconduction, Pswitching, and Pcontroller, respectively [1], [8]. The
power loss in the dc–dc converter, Ploss, is the sum of the three
terms

Pinductive = Pconduction + Pswitching + Pcontroller (1)

= Iout
2(RL + DRsw1 + (1 − D)Rsw2)

+(�I)2(RL + DRsw1 + (1 − D)Rsw2 + RC)/12

+Vinfsw(Qsw1 + Qsw2) + VinIcontroller (2)

where the first and second terms of (2) account for dc and
ac conduction losses, respectively, the third and fourth terms
of (2) are the switching loss and controller power consumption,
respectively, Iout is the output current, Vin and Vout are the input
and output voltages, D and (1 − D) are the PWM duty ratios
of the pMOS and nMOS switches, respectively, fsw is the
switching frequency, Icontroller is the current used in the control
logic section of the converter, and �I = (1 − D)Vout/(Lf fsw)
is the amplitude of the maximum current ripple at the
inductor.

Finally, the conversion efficiency of a dc–dc buck converter,
η, can be written as

ηinductive =
Pout

Pin
=

VoutIout

VoutIout + Pinductive
100 (%). (3)

Fig. 4. Circuit diagram of a low-dropout linear regulator (LDO).

From (2), the power losses due to the pMOS switch, PnMOS,
and nMOS switch, PnMOS, may be expressed as

PpMOS = CoxWpLmin
m

m − 1
V 2

infsw +
DI2

out

μpCox
Wp

Lmin
(Vin − |Vpth|)

(4)

PnMOS = CoxWnLmin
m

m − 1
V 2

infsw +
(1 − D)I2

out

μnCox
Wn

Lmin
(Vin − Vnth)

.

(5)
In (4) and (5), Cox is the gate capacitance per unit area. Wp

is the gate width of the pMOS power FET, and Wn is the gate
width of the nMOS power FET. Lmin is the minimum gate
length of the given technology. μp is the hole mobility in the
pMOS device, and μn is the electron mobility in the nMOS
device. Vpth and Vnth are the threshold voltages of the pMOS
and nMOS devices, respectively. m is the tapering factor for
the (super buffer-like) gate driver of the power FETs. The
output ripple of the converter, �V , is strictly limited by the
normal operating conditions of the processor. Typically, �V

must be less than 10% of the nominal output level. The PWM
frequency, fsw, and values of the passive components L and
C significantly affect the magnitude of �V . Using the same
notation as in the previous subsection, �V may be expressed
as [15]

�V =
(Vout + Vsw2 + VL)(1 − Vout + Vsw2 + VL

Vin − Vsw1 + Vsw2
)

8LCf 2
sw

(6)

where Vsw1, Vsw2, and VL are the voltage-drops by sw1, sw2,
and L, respectively.

According to (4), (5), and (6), the higher fsw is, the smaller
�V is, but the power dissipation Pswitching goes up. On the
other hand, a smaller value of fsw gives rise to a need for
bigger L or C in order to meet the specified �V requirement.

B. LDO Power Loss Model

A typical LDO consists of an error amplifier, a pass tran-
sistor, and a feedback resistor network. The power loss of the
LDO, denoted by PLDO, is given by

PLDO = Iout(Vin − Vref σ) + IqVin (7)

where Vref is the reference voltage in the error amplifier,
σ = (R1 + R2)/R2 corresponds to the voltage divider’s
gain coefficient, and Iq denotes the quiescent current of the
LDO. Unlike the switching converter in which the MOSFET
switches dominate the total power loss, the pass transistor in
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Fig. 5. Load current distributions of one core in MSM 8660 and a result of
the derived f (Iout).

the LDO has a negligible impact on its total power loss [8].
Therefore, the power loss due to internal resistance of the pass
transistor does not need to be explicitly accounted for in the
model. Thus the conversion efficiency of the LDO, ηLDO, may
be expressed as

ηLDO =
VoutIout

VinIin

=
σVref Iout

Vin(Iout + Iq)
. (8)

III. DC−DC Converter Optimization

Optimizing dc–dc converters has the goal of reducing the
power losses without incurring any performance degradation.
This is because, unlike typical low-power design techniques
that often exploit a tradeoff between performance, service

Fig. 6. Statistical data for the smartphone usages patterns, sourced from [19].
(a) Pattern I. (b) Pattern II.

quality, and power efficiency, the converter optimization tech-
nique does not shut off or slow down the overall system.

Enhancement of the overall efficiency of a dc–dc converter
can greatly increase the overall system power efficiency [16],
[17]. DC–DC converters show very high overall efficiency
under desirable operating conditions. However, their efficiency
can be low if they are operating outside the recommended
range of input and output voltages and load currents [1], [8].
Therefore, ensuring that each dc–dc converter in the system
is operating under the desirable operating conditions is an
effective way of improving the system power efficiency. For
example, [9] presents a dynamic programming-based approach
to design the structure of the PDN in a system, while at the
same time selecting the most suitable dc–dc converter or LDO
for each node of the PDN. Reference [18] proposes the concept
of parallel connections of high frequency dc–dc converters for
distributed energy storage systems. In contrast, this paper starts
with a fixed conversion tree structure, but performs MOSFET
switch reconfiguration based on the load current demands and
converter characteristics, so as to improve the overall power
conversion efficiency in a smartphone platform.

A. Static Switch Sizing (S3)

Gate widths of the switches have a substantial impact on the
efficiency of the dc–dc converter. From (4) and (5), PpMOS and
PnMOS are convex functions of the change in gate width. The
smaller gate width reduces the switching loss, but increases
the conduction loss, and vice versa for the larger gate width.
For a given Iout, the function to find the optimum pMOS gate
width is thus obtained by solving dPpMOS/dWp = 0 [12], [19]

Wp,opt(Iout) =
Iout

CoxVin

√
D(m − 1)

μp(Vin − |Vpth|)fswm
. (9)

The function to find the optimum nMOS gate width is derived
in a similar manner, and its expression is as follows:

Wn,opt(Iout) =
Iout

CoxVin

√
(1 − D)(m − 1)

μn(Vin − Vnth)fswm
. (10)

It is important that the obtained optimum gate widths from
(9) and (10) satisfy a design constraint whereby the resulting
output ripple of the converter, �V , is less than its allowed
limit. As described in (6), changing the switch sizes can affect
�V . If the derived optimum switch sizes violate the �V

constraint, we will increase L or C for the converter. Finally,
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the power loss of the converter in (2) is recalculated to ensure
that the overall transistor sizing plus potential change to L and
C reduce the net power loss. For reference, our experimental
work in this paper shows that the worst case of �V increment
from the default switch sizes to the optimum switch sizes is
14%. In other words, if �V for the default switch sizes is
5%, and then the resulting �V should be less than 5.7% (i.e.,
5 + 5 · 0.14). We thus assume �V changes are enough small
to satisfy the voltage ripple constraints. Detailed results of the
�V increment are presented in Section V-D.

In (9) and (10), the optimum gate widths are derived for a
fixed output current, Iout. However, Iout in the smartphone is
different depending on its usage pattern. Therefore, the goal
here is to find the optimum gate widths such that the high-
conversion-efficiency operating conditions for the converter
match with the current distribution that is produced by the
actual usage profile of common smartphone applications.
The optimization objective is thus to maximize the overall
conversion efficiency of the smartphone based on its typical
(expected) daily usage. Treating the total current used in the
smartphone as a continuous random variable, we denote its
probability density function by f (Iout). Because there are
many mobile use cases generating various Iout distributions,
finding a general case of f (Iout) is challenging. We propose
a method utilizing the statistical data of mobile device usage
patterns and measured data from running mobile applications
as benchmarks as detailed next. First, we obtain a fine-grained
classification of diverse mobile use cases. Next, we find mobile
applications, representing each distinct class of use cases.
We perform extensive measurement of output currents of the
dc–dc converters in the smartphone platform when different
applications are running. In addition, to derive the correct
probability distribution of f (Iout), we acquire the average
runtime of each class of use cases (applications) from the
previous studies published in [20]–[22].

Fig. 5 shows example results of the derived f (Iout) distribu-
tion for a processor core in the Qualcomm’s MDP. To derive
f (Iout), we ran ten representative mobile applications (they are
call, Facebook, Skype-videochat, clock, camera, Google-map,
Neocore, SMS, system setting, and Youtube) on the MDP.
Next, we classified the ten applications into seven classes
presented in [21]: 1) communication (contains SMS, call,
and Skype-videochat); 2) browsing (contains Web browsing);
3) media (contains camera and Youtube); 4) productivity
(contains clock); 5) system (contains system setting); 6) games
(contains Neocore); and 7) maps (includes Google Maps). We
determined the average usage time of each class of applications
based on the statistical data for the mobile device usage
patterns [21]. As shown in Fig. 6, the reference introduced
two representative smartphone use patterns (patterns I and II),
each of which has its own proportions of the usage time for
the aforesaid application classes.

From the derived f (Iout), (9) is modified to find the expected
value of the optimum pMOS width from the S3 (Wp,S3)

Wp,S3 =

√∫
I2

outf (Iout)dIout

CoxVin

√
D(m − 1)

μp(Vin − |Vpth|)fswm
. (11)

Fig. 7. Circuit diagram for dynamic switch modulation.

Fig. 8. Concept of DSM operation with two parallel-connected pMOS
switches.

Similarly, the expected value of the optimum nMOS width
from the S3 (Wn,S3) can be calculated as follows:

Wn,S3 =

√∫
I2

outf (Iout)dIout

CoxVin

√
(D − 1)(m − 1)

μn(Vin − Vnth)fswm
. (12)

B. Dynamic Switch Modulation (DSM)

The S3 is only applicable when the load condition is given
a priori. Any fixed sizing solution tends to result in subopti-
mal dc–dc conversion efficiency under dynamically changing
load conditions, which may be very different from the one
for which the static sizing solution was originally obtained.
Furthermore, the higher the variance of the load current dis-
tribution is, the lower is the guarantee of optimality of the S3
solution. The optimum efficiency under dynamically changing
load conditions can be obtained by adaptively turning on or
off some of the multiple parallel-connected switches [11], [12].
However, the different gate voltages needed for each switch
set in [11] require additional dc–dc converters, which tends
to cause area/control overheads. Furthermore, the number of
switches (which was fixed to three in [11] and [12]) and their
sizes should be determined judiciously in order to achieve the
maximum efficiency under given design specifications (i.e.,
for possible ranges of the load currents of various smartphone
modules). Our proposed approach is an extension of the
multiple switch scheme, which we call DSM. This task is to
find the optimum number of parallel-connected output driver
switches, their sizes, and on/off conditions under dynamically
varying load conditions.

Fig. 7 shows a simple schematic drawing of the load-
adaptive dc–dc converter. There are N pairs of switches
connected in parallel. These switches are arranged such that
the first switch has the minimum width (denoted by Wp1 and
Wn1), and the last switch has the maximum width (denoted
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Fig. 9. Simulated power conversion efficiencies by changing the widths of
the pMOS switch in Fig. 3.

by WpN and WnN ). The maximum effective width (i.e., the
sum of widths of all parallel-connected FETs of the same
type) is large enough to support the maximum output current,
Iout,max. For a smaller Iout value, some of the nMOS and pMOS
switches are turned off. Depending on the Iout value, a different
on/off combination of the switches can be used to achieve the
maximum dc–dc conversion efficiency (which is equivalent to
minimizing PpMOS and PnMOS).

We denote the effective width of the turned-on switch
combination as Weff,type,i, where type implies the switch type,
i.e., p (pMOS) or n (nMOS), and i denotes the ith smallest ef-
fective width for the switch configuration (among all possible
combinations of the same type of switch).

Fig. 8 is an example of the DSM on a dc–dc converter
using two parallel-connected pMOS switches, which can in-
dependently be turned on or off at any time. The two pMOS
switches give rise to three effective widths for the pMOS
switch, Weff,p,1, Weff,p,2 and Weff,p,3. Consequently, the output
current range is divided into three operation ranges. The result
of DSM in the figure, identified as a thick (red) line, shows
that the maximum efficiency in each output current range is
achieved by adaptively turning on the appropriate combination
of two pMOS switches. It then follows that, for each output
current range, the optimum switch combination must be found.

Note that the output current range can be divided into a
larger number of bins by increasing the number of parallel-
connected switches of the same type. A larger bin count
greatly increases the flexibility to achieve high efficiency over
a wider range of output current values. However, the increased
area and power consumption due to higher complexity of the
control circuitry is an important consideration in determin-
ing the optimal number of switches (N). To determine the
optimum N and the size of each switch, we first investigate
and determine the maximum and minimum effective widths
of each type of switch. For the maximum effective width,
we use the constraint that it should be large enough to drive
Iout,max. Therefore, the maximum effective width of pMOS
switch should satisfy the following constraint:

Weff,p,M ≥ Iout,maxLmin

μpCox(Vin − |Vpth|)(Vin − Vout,max − RLIout,max)

(13)

where M is the number of all possible switch combinations
(it is 2N − 1), Vout,max is the maximum available output

voltage of the dc–dc converter. Iload,max can be obtained from
measurements or looked up from a data sheet. We determine
the maximum effective width of nMOS switches in a similar
manner.

To determine the minimum size for the effective widths, we
use our observation from the experimental work. Fig. 9 shows
the result of simulating the dc–dc converter model in Fig. 3,
for various widths of the pMOS switch. The model parameters
are determined from the 45-nm BSIM4 predictive technology
model for bulk CMOS [23], fsw = 330 MHz, L = 6.8 nH, and
C = 4 nF. According to the results, using switches smaller than
a certain width region, yet it does not achieve high efficiency
improvement even in the low current region. Therefore, the
minimum effective widths should not be made too small.

Next, we consider the boundary conditions in the output
current regions. We define the ith smallest boundary condition
in the output current range as Ibd,type,i, where type is the switch
type, while i is the ith smallest current value. Thus, Ibd,type,i

is the boundary condition between two consecutive switch
combination regions, each of which has the corresponding op-
timum effective widths, Weff,type,i and Weff,type,i+1. The example
with the two pMOS switches in Fig. 8 shows that there are two
boundary conditions, Ibd,p,1 and Ibd,p,2. From (4), the boundary
condition for pMOS switches may be calculated as

Ibd,p,i = CoxVin

√
μpfswWeff,p,iWeff,p,i+1

m

D(m − 1)
. (14)

The boundary condition for nMOS switches can be derived
in the same way, and expressed as

Ibd,n,i = CoxVin

√
μpfswWeff,n,iWeff,n,i+1

m

(1 − D)(m − 1)
.

(15)
Finally, we derive the objective functions for pMOS and

nMOS sizing that minimize the expected power loss of pMOS
(PpMOS) and nMOS (PnMOS) under the whole range of the
possible output current values

min

(
M−1∑
i=1

∫ Ibd,p,i+1

Ibd,p,i

(
αWeff,p,i+

DI2
out

β Weff,p,i

)
f (Iout)dIout

)
(16)

min

(
M−1∑
i=1

∫ Ibd,n,i+1

Ibd,n,i

(
αWeff,n,i +

(1 − D)I2
out

γ Weff,n,i

)
f (Iout)dIout

)

(17)

where α = CoxLminfswV 2
inm/(m − 1), β = μpCox(Vin−|Vpth|)/

Lmin and γ = μnCox(Vin − Vnth)/Lmin. Ibd,p,M and Ibd,n,M are
equal to Iout,max, whereas Ibd,p,1 and Ibd,n,1 equal the minimum
output current. f (Iout) is the load current distribution.

Solving (16) and (17) is not straightforward. This is primar-
ily because, as we also stated before, the number of possible
combinations (M) increases exponentially as the number of
switches (N) grows. In addition, we also have to abide by other
design considerations, e.g., limitations on the control com-
plexity and area overhead. Therefore, N should be carefully
selected, i.e., it must be small enough so as not to significantly
increase the control and area overheads, but large enough to
enable the DSM in response to varying load conditions. Even if
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Fig. 10. Flowchart to classify f (Iout) into three different cases.

N is limited to a small number, assuming that f (Iout) follows
a uniform distribution may not guarantee the optimality of
the solution. This is because actual load conditions can be
discretely distributed (i.e., those modules which have ON/OFF
operation controlled by user activities, such as camera, SD
card and so on. We thus classify f (Iout) into three cases
discrete, continuous, and discretizable, as described in Fig. 10.
We present the heuristic solution of the switch selection and
sizing problem for each case in the following subsections.

1) Discrete f (Iout): We define the state of f (Iout) as
discrete when f (Iout) has (discretely) dominant load current
values. For example, if a dc–dc converter powers up some
modules including modules that can be controllably turned
on/off, it may have several discrete load current values in its
f (Iout). If the discrete values are dominant in the distribution,
the problem here aims to select and size the switches so
that the effective widths of the switches match to the widths
corresponding to the discrete current values, calculated by
(9) and (10). According to the switch type, the calculated
widths are included to a set Gp (for pMOS) or Gn (for
nMOS). We then define cover so that a set S covers a width
w means there is an effective width configured by elements
in S to match to the value, w ± �. � should be small
enough. If the given design specification has enough switches
(N) so that the effective widths can easily cover all the
required widths in Gp and Gn; then, the problem can be
solved straightforwardly. However, N is likely quite small in a
common design specification. With the given N, the problem
is then to find a minimum set of each switch types (Tp and Tn,
where |Tp|, |Tn|≤ N) that can cover the maximum number of
the widths in Gp and Gn. Finally, we present an algorithm to
solve the problem. A function, coverage, in Algorithm III-B1
is a simple dynamic programming that determines whether the
current set of switches (S) can cover the required width (w).
Performing OptP widths in Algorithm III-B1 returns the set,
Tp, that cover the maximum number of elements in Gp. The

optimum set for the nMOS switches can be obtained in a
similar manner.

2) Continuous f (Iout): Some dc–dc converters power up
modules that have more than two operation levels as set
by the user preferences. The brightness level of the display
module and the volume level of the speaker module can be
representative examples. If the load current of each module’s
operation level is known, then f (Iout) may belong to the
discrete case. However, our experience with the Qualcomm
MDP shows that the load current conditions of the various
operation levels typically overlap. We thus cannot find discrete
breakpoints in f (Iout). Furthermore, the user preference is
random so that all the load current conditions have the same
probability to be chosen. Finally, we define this case as
continuous, and treat f (Iout) as an uniform distribution. In this
case, finding a set of the effective widths (Gp or Gn) can be
formulated as a simple arithmetic progression problem to find
M number of effective widths with the given minimum and
maximum effective widths. Next, Algorithm III-B1 is applied
to the resultant set of effective widths so that we can find
the switches to cover the maximum number of the effective
widths.

3) Discretizable f (Iout): There are some dc–dc converters
supplying power to the modules that cannot be controlled
by the user. In this case, we propose to use the statistical
load profiles of the dc–dc converter. Therefore, not only can
the dc–dc converter deal with the dynamically varying load
conditions, but also it has more possibility of being tuned for
actual load conditions, compiled from the typical smartphone
use patterns. The way to obtain the statistical load profiles is
aforementioned in Section III-A.

We propose an approach to adapt K-means clustering to
extract some discrete values from the load current values (Iout).
The measured data of Iout is initially modified to I ′

out that ith
value of Iout is λf (Iout) times duplicated in I ′

out. λ is a factor
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Fig. 11. Types I and II equivalent converter models.

to adjust the weight of f (Iout). Then, I ′
out is divided into K

parts evenly, and the initial means of all parts are calculated.
For the update procedure in the K-means clustering, the new
means, set to be the centroids of the parts, are calculated
until the result of the means converges. Finally, the set of
the resultant means for each type of switches become Gp and
Gn, respectively. Then, they are applied to Algorithm III-B1 to
find the minimum switch set that covers the maximum number
of elements in Gp and Gn.

IV. Power Delivery Network Characterization

Prior to verifying the efficacy of the proposed dc–dc con-
verter optimization methods in an actual smartphone platform,
the power conversion efficiency of the PDN in the target plat-
form should be characterized. However, the characterization
is not a trivial task unless the PDN structure and converter
specifications, and all the node voltages and branch currents of
the PDN are available. Such a white-box approach is generally
not possible for commercial smartphone platforms.

In this paper, we attempt a gray-box approach by in-
troducing an equivalent converter concept. Modules in the
platform are powered through the PDN, composed of a set
of converters, as shown in Fig. 11. The converter set can be
an empty set (direct connection), single dc–dc converter, a
cascade connection of a dc–dc converter and an LDO, (rarely)
a cascade connection of multiple dc–dc converters, etc. The
equivalent converter models the set of converters on the path
from the battery source to each (set of) module. In other
words, the proposed equivalent converter abstraction treats
the set of converters as a single equivalent converter. The
abstraction enables a gray-box approach by which one can
group modules in a smartphone platform by their required
supply voltage levels, which can be obtained from datasheets.
Power conversion efficiency improvement by adapting the
proposed dc–dc converter optimization methods can effectively
be performed once we identify the power conversion efficiency
of the PDN in the smartphone platform.

A. Equivalent Converter Model

We classify the equivalent converter models to present either
a single dc–dc converter, or a cascaded connection of a dc–dc
converter and an LDO, called type I and type II equivalent
converters, respectively. We assume that the battery output
current flows through a voltage regulator in order to produce a
constant voltage throughout full discharge cycle of the battery.
Without loss of generality, types I and II equivalent converter
models can represent most power conversion tree structures
in the PDN [9], [17], [24]. Most digital logic components

can be powered by a single dc–dc converter from the battery
to the module—this gives rise to type I converter model. A
cascade connection of two or more dc–dc converters is rare,
because increasing the number of cascaded dc–dc converters
generally increases the cost and area overhead with little (or
no) benefit in terms of the conversion efficiency. LDOs are
often an indispensable component to provide low-ripple output
voltage for switching noise-sensitive RF and analog modules.
It is uncommon to use a single LDO from the battery to a load
device due to the required large dropout voltage and hence
loss of LDO power efficiency. Instead, it turns out to be more
energy-efficient to first convert the battery voltage using a
dc–dc converter to an internal voltage slightly higher than the
device voltage, and subsequently, use an LDO for the final
power conversion.

According to (2) and (7), the power loss of the equivalent
converter may be expressed as

Peqv = A(δ Iq +
N∑
i=1

Imod,i)
2 + δζ

N∑
i=1

Imod,i + (B + δνIq) (18)

where N is the number of modules connected to the equivalent
converter, Imod,i is the input current of the ith module, param-
eter A for the dc–dc converter is given by A = RL + DRsw1

+(1−D)Rsw2, B is the sum of the second, third, and last terms
of (2), δ = 0 for type I, and δ = 1 for type II equivalent con-
verter, ν is the input voltages of the LDO, and ζ = (ν−Vref k).
We can further simplify (18) by defining the output current of
the equivalent converter, Ieqv out =

∑N
i=1 Imod,i, and thus, the

power loss for both types of equivalent converter models can
be expressed as

Peqv = aIeqv out
2 + bIeqv out + c (19)

where the coefficients a, b, and c are derived from (18), and are
largely dependent on the converter design specification such
as the power MOSFET gate width, inductor IR loss, controller
loss [8]. Calculating those coefficients is the key step of the
power conversion efficiency characterization.

B. Module Grouping and Regression Analysis

Measurement (or estimation) of the output current of all
the equivalent converters enables us to estimate the unknown
coefficients of the equivalent converter model. The input and
output voltage levels of each equivalent converter can be ob-
tained from the device datasheets. For example, the Qualcomm
MDP MSM8660 [25] incorporates embedded power sensors
that monitor and report current values of each module in the
platform with fine granularity. When the target platform does
not provide embedded current sensors, we can estimate the
module current values by activity profiling [2]–[5].

Profiling various applications, which result in diverse usage
patterns of the system modules, provides sufficient information
and data to perform regression analysis and estimate the
unknown coefficients. Linear regression analysis is a widely
used method in system identification, requiring: 1) a well
designed model and 2) sufficient experimental data to extract
the best-fit model coefficients. In reality, however, independent
control of each module is a challenging task due to the lack
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TABLE I

Grouping Results for Qualcomm MDP MSM8660

of direct control knobs. For example, if we run an application
that activates a camera module, currents flowing into the CPU,
GPU, memory, and other associated components also ramp up
and down correspondingly. We must thus apply linear regres-
sion analysis to the whole system (including all smartphone
modules) simultaneously, while trying to vary the activity level
of each module by running different applications. However,
this method may not produce sufficient data to cover the whole
range of activities for all smartphone modules, especially when
the number of modules is large (e.g., the Qualcomm MDP has
27 embedded modules.) This is a potential source of inaccu-
racy for regression analysis due to the weak training set issue.

We tackle the problem by performing a module grouping
in order to reduce the number of unknown coefficients that
must be determined during the characterization process. This
grouping procedure reduces the burden in terms of generating
sufficient data to perform the linear regression analysis. The
idea is that system modules that require the same operating
voltage level can be combined into one group, and each group
of modules is connected to the battery source via a single
equivalent converter, as illustrated in Fig. 11. This method
matches well with low power design practices that try to
minimize the number of converters, due to their cost and
internal power losses.

Given that the number of different voltage levels required by
various modules in a smartphone platform is typically less than
10 [17], [24], the grouping procedure significantly reduces the
number of parameters to be determined in linear regression.
For example, the classification result of the Qualcomm MDP
in Table 1 shows that the platform requires only seven groups
although the module count is 27.

Finally, the total power loss of the smartphone, Ploss, is given
by

Ploss =
G∑

k=1

Peqv,k =
G∑

k=1

(akIeqv out,k
2 + bkIeqv out,k + ck) (20)

where G is the number of groups, Peqv,k is the power loss of
the kth equivalent converter corresponding to the kth group of
modules, Ieqv out,k denotes the output current of the equivalent
converter, which can be measured using embedded sensors in
the Qualcomm MDP, ak, bk, and ck are the coefficients of

TABLE II

Extracted Coefficients for Each Group

the equivalent converter model (to be determined by linear
regression). We treat the battery voltage presented to the
power conversion tree as being (nearly) constant, which is
valid considering the function of the regulator between the
battery cell/pack and the equivalent converter. Therefore, we
may assume that ak, bk, and ck are constant values.

V. Experimental Work

A. Experimental Setup

Qualcomm MDP MSM8660 is used as an actual smartphone
platform, which is equipped with Google Android OS 2.3 on
top of Snapdragon 1.5 GHz asynchronous dual-core CPU, a
3D-supporting GPU, 3.61 in WVGA multitouch screen, 1-GB
internal RAM, 16-GB on-board flash, WiFi, Bluetooth, a GPS,
dual-side cameras, etc. We perform power measurement of
each module using the application profiling tool called Trepn.
Use of Trepn ensures higher accuracy of the measurements.
Note, however, that our proposed method is independent of
the measurement tools, e.g., we may use activity profiling
for power measurement provided by Google or based on
techniques presented in the literature [2]–[5]. The collected
data from MDP8660 is next processed by MATLAB for the
characterization, as well as the optimization procedures.

B. Coefficient Identification

As shown in Table I, the Qualcomm MDP modules can be
classified into seven groups based on their operating voltage
levels. Some modules such as the CPU cores in the MDP
use dynamic voltage and frequency scaling techniques that
require a range of variable supply voltage levels. Consequently,
we keep each CPU core in a separate group but treat the
equivalent converters of these groups identical to each other.
Group 7 is associated with display, and therefore, the backlight
brightness level mostly determines the current demand in this
group. Group 7 coefficients are easy to identify because we
can independently control the brightness of the display. In
other words, we first perform the linear regression to identify
coefficients of the equivalent converter model of Group 7,
separately from the other groups.

For the remaining six groups, we profile various applica-
tions and collect sufficient data for the regression analysis
as explained earlier. It is difficult to identify every ck co-
efficient of the kth equivalent converters directly from the
linear regression process. Rather, we only extract cext that
corresponds to the sum of all the constant terms in (20), i.e.,
cext =

∑G
k=1 ck. We find an approximate value for each ck as

ck = cext(Pgroup,k/Pgroup,total), where Pgroup,k denotes the power
consumption of Group k, and Pgroup,total is the total power
consumption of all the groups. The Pgroup,k and Pgroup,total

values are available from the embedded sensors in the MDP.
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Fig. 12. Conversion efficiencies for all groups. (a) Groups 1 and 2. (b) Group
3. (c) Group 4. (d) Group 5. (e) Group 6. (f) Group 7.

Fig. 13. Part of traces of total power consumption: measured data and
modeled data.

The extracted coefficients of the seven equivalent converters
are reported in Table II. The power conversion efficiency of
Group k, derived from (Pgroup,k/(Pgroup,k + Peqv,k)), is shown
in Fig. 12. We verify the characterization results of each equiv-
alent converters. Fig. 13 shows the comparison of the system
power consumption trace between the real measurement as
reported by a built-in battery sensor and the estimation as
obtained by our extracted equivalent converter coefficients.
The trace includes ten mobile applications, as stated in Section
III-A. We measure the error as a signal-to-noise ratio, and
the resulting average error is 0.075. The standard deviation
of the error is 0.059. The worst case average error is 0.128
and is seen for Neocore (there is a rare but important syn-
chronization problem with the built-in sensor causes extreme
worst error in this case). We also run four completely new
mobile benchmarks (they are different from the one used for
the regression analysis): Antutu [26], [27], Quadrant [28],
and GLBenchmark [29]. These benchmarks are designed to
test the performance of various modules in the smartphone
platform. In particular, Vellamo includes HTML5 and METAL
chapter to evaluate the mobile web browser performance and
the mobile processors, respectively. GLBenchmark and Antutu

TABLE III

Wdef of Equivalent Converter Models

Fig. 14. Relation between the power conversion efficiency and W : Group 7.
(a) Efficiency: Group 7. (b) Power loss: Group 7.

include a 3D testing for GPU. Quadrant performs CPU, Mem-
ory, I/O testings. Therefore, we believe these four new bench-
marks are sufficient to evaluate our regression analysis. The
resulting average error and standard deviation are 0.047, 0.046
for Antutu, 0.062, 0.040 for Vellamo:Metal, 0.092, 0.052 for
Vellamo:Html5, 0.064, 0.045 for Quadrant, and 0.065, 0.058
for GLBenchmark. We have thus confirmed that the results
of the power conversion efficiency characterization process is
accurate enough for the subsequent optimization process.

C. Default Widths Extraction

Given that the pMOS switch typically has smaller current
per width than the nMOS switch, the pMOS switch is much
larger than nMOS switch in the dc–dc converters [12]. We
thus focus on scaling the width of the pMOS switch, and
the nMOS switch is sized to have the same resistance of the
pMOS switch (i.e., the widths of both switches are in turn
linearly proportional to each other). From (4) and (5), the
dc–dc converter power loss model may be generally expressed
as a function of W

Pconverter =
( r1

W
+ r2

)
Iout

2 + r3W + r4 (21)

where W is linearly proportional to both width of pMOS and
nMOS switches, r1, r2, r3, and r4 are constants.

Given that the two MOSFET switches in a dc–dc converter
dominate the power loss of the equivalent converter, and Iq is
small, we rewrite (19) as

Peqv,k =

(
r1,k

Wk

+ r2,k

)
Ieqv out,k

2 + bIeqv out,k + r3,kWk + r4,k

(22)
where Peqv,k and Ieqv out,k are the power loss and the output
current of the kth equivalent converter, respectively, corre-
sponding to the kth group of modules, Wk, r1,k, r2,k, r3,k and
r4,k are the coefficients of the equivalent converter model that
have been determined based on linear regression. In the linear
regression procedure, we carefully set the initial condition not
be trapped in a local minimum. Then, the resultant coefficient
Wk is the default value of W (Wdef ) of the kth equivalent
converter, which is shown in Table III.
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D. Simulation Results: Static Switch Sizing

Fig. 14(a) shows an example in which W changes the
efficiency graph of Group 7. Fig. 14(b) shows that the power
loss plots have a convex functional form in terms of W . From
(11) and (22), the optimal W of the kth group is calculated by

Wopt,k =

√∫
Ieqv out,k

I2
outfk(Iout)dIout

√
r1,k

r3,k

(23)

where fk(Iout) is the kth load current distribution.
In order to derive fk(Iout), we use the collected loading

profiles. As introduced in Section III-A, we run the ten repre-
sentative mobile applications, and the loading profiles of all the
modules in kth groups are measured for each application. All
the applications except clock and system setting are run under
the same setup where WiFi is turned on and the backlight
level of the display is the highest. Clock is measured under
the median level of the backlight and WiFi on, whereas system
setting is measured under the lowest backlight and WiFi off.
For the case of call, we consider auto turn-off screen during
the call. We derive two types of load current distributions,
according to the two representative smartphone usage patterns,
patterns I and II introduced in Fig. 6. Fig. 12 shows the
resulted fk(Iout) from pattern I.

From (22), the expected power loss of an equivalent con-
verter can be generally expressed as

E[Peqv] =
( r1

W
+ r2

) ∫
I2

outf (Iout)dIout + b

∫
Ioutf (Iout)dIout

+ r3W + r4. (24)

We denote the efficiency and power loss for different setup
as ηsetup and Psetup, where setup can be def or opt. def

implies the default setup, whereas opt implies the optimal
setup of the dc–dc converter. Then, ηsetup can be calculated
by Pgroup/(Pgroup +Psetup), and Psetup can be derived from (24)
with W = Wsetup. Pgroup is the power consumed by all the
modules in the group. Finally, we define the power conversion
efficiency enhancement (Gainη) and power loss reduction
(GainP ) by

Gainη =

(
ηopt

ηdef

− 1

)
100 (%)

GainP =

(
1 − Popt

Pdef

)
100 (%). (25)

Table IV shows the S3 results for both patterns I and
II, where the values of Wopt are Wopt,I for pattern I, and
Wopt,II for pattern II. The overall power conversion efficiency
enhancements for patterns I and II are 6% and 5.5%, which
correspond to 19% and 18% power loss reductions during
power conversion, respectively.

To check how much the voltage ripple increases by changing
from Wdef,k to Wopt,k, we define a parameter called voltage
ripple change (%) and calculated as �Vopt,k/�Vdef,k·100, where
�Vdef,k and Vopt,k are obtained by substituting Wdef,k and Wopt,k

in (6), respectively. Throughout the regression results and
possible range of output current for each group, Vsw1 + Vsw2 =
r1Iout, and VL = r2Iout. Then, all the possible Vsw1, Vsw2 and VL

are considered to derive the maximum voltage ripple change.

TABLE IV

Static Switch Sizing (S3) Results (%) of Patterns I and II

TABLE V

Voltage Ripple Change (%) From Wdef,k to Wopt,k

for Patterns I and II

The results for each group are reported at Table V. Because
the worst case is only 14%, and the equivalent converter model
includes LDO, we can safely state that the resulting voltage
ripple will satisfy the design constraints.

E. Simulation Results: Dynamic Switch Modulation

According to the classification flow in Fig. 10, Groups 1,
2, 3, and 5 are classified to discretizable, Groups 4 and 6 are
discrete, and Group 7 belongs to continuous. In this section,
only the results from the smartphone usage pattern, pattern I,
is presented for brevity (i.e., the results from pattern II are
almost same as the pattern I).

As a result of the K-means clustering procedure with K = 7
and λ = 1000, each of Groups 1, 2, 3 and 5 has seven discrete
load current values. Table VI shows the resulted values and
their corresponding optimum width values. From Algorithm
III-B1, we can derive the set of switches of each group that
covers the maximum number of the width values in Table VI.
The boundary conditions of the load current region are calcu-
lated by Ibd,i =

√
WiWi+1r3/r1, which is derived from (14).

Table VII shows examples of the resulted efficiency
enhancement (Gainη,method) of Groups 1, 2 and 3,
when � = 0.4, and N = 3 (method = DSM1) or 4
(method = DSM2). The results from the S3 (method = S3)
are also provided for comparison. We assume that the power
losses of the controller for all methods are the same. The
table includes the results of the five applications. The results
of the other five applications are omitted in this paper, but
they show similar results to the application in the table.
Rather, in order to demonstrate the effectiveness of DSM for
the varying load conditions, three cases of (fixed) high load
current conditions are also explored, although they are rarely
observed when running the common applications.

Table VII shows that Gainη,DSM2 is slightly better than
Gainη,DSM1, and Gainη,DSM1 is generally better than Gainη,S3.
For Groups 1 and 2, high efficiency enhancement is achieved
for all the methods when the applications require the low
load current (i.e., System setting and Call in both groups, and
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TABLE VI

Results of K-Means Clustering for Groups 1, 2, 3 and 5: I ′
out,k Is the kth Mean Value (mA),

and Wopt,k Is Its Corresponding Optimal Width

TABLE VII

Efficiency Enhancement Results (%) of the Dynamic Switch Modulation (Gainη,DSM )

and the Static Switch Sizing (Gainη,S3)

Facebook and Neocore in Group 2), which are around 8%
to 12%. On the other hand, for the applications requiring the
higher load current (i.e., Skype-videochat in both group, and
Facebook and Neocore in Group 1), the efficiency enhance-
ment of Groups 1 and 2 are not that high, which is around 1%
to 4%. That is because the efficiencies from the default setup
(ηdef ) are higher in the high load current conditions than the
low load current conditions. Meanwhile, the S3 achieves high
efficiency enhancement at the low load current conditions, as
shown in Table VII. But it has drawbacks that the efficiencies
at the high load current conditions are reduced—Gainη,S3 can
be even negative. On the other hand, DSM can achieve the
high efficiency enhancement for wide load current range. For
example, the result of Skype-videochat at Group 2, Gainη,S3

is 1.8%, but Gainη,DSM1 and Gainη,DSM2 are still more than
4%. Furthermore, in the cases of Groups 1 and 2 when the
load current conditions are 150, 250, and 350 mA, the results
demonstrate that DSM keeps efficiency enhancement even for
the high current region, but the S3 does not. The results from
Group 3 in Table VII show the similar results.

The K-means clustering result for Group 5 in Table VI
shows the gap between minimum and maximum load current
conditions is only 12 mA. Thus, only one switch set (N = 1)
sized by the S3 would be enough. For DMS with N = 2,
{0.0968, 0.1231} can be a set of widths of the switches.

Camera-digital in Group 4 is the module that has the on/off
operation controlled by an user. Furthermore, as shown in
Fig. 15, it dominantly consumes power (55%–65%). When
the camera is on, the average load current of Group 4 is
62.7269 mA, and when it is off, the average load current
of Group 4 is 19.5208 mA. From (23), these current values

Fig. 15. Ratio of the power consumed by camera digital to the power
consumed by all the modules in Group 4.

Fig. 16. Load current distribution of display modules in Group 7 according
to the ten brightness levels.

correspond to the width of switches as 0.5127 and 0.1595,
respectively. Meanwhile, SD card and Camera analog are such
modules in Group 6. Then, we have four discrete load current
values, 15, 29, 37, and 51 (mA), according to the conditions of
(SD card, Camera analog): off/off, off/on, on/off and on/on.
These current values correspond to 0.1128, 0.2181, 0.2783,
and 0.3836 as the optimum effective widths, respectively.
When N = 2, {0.1128, 0.2783} can be a set of widths of
the switches. Table VIII shows the efficiency enhancement
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TABLE VIII

Efficiency Enhancement Results of Groups 4 and 6

TABLE IX

Results of the Power Loss Gain (%) for Ten Applications

results of Group 4 and 6, for the four applications. The case
of Group 4 shows the similar results to the previous cases
of Groups 1, 2, and 3 that DSM performs as well as the S3
does in the low load current conditions (i.e., System setting
and Neocore), but DSM also keeps positive enhancements
even in the high load current conditions (i.e., Skype-videochat
and Camera). On the other hand, the case of Group 6 shows
that both methods have almost same results. That is because
the load current range of Group 6 is narrow, besides the
applications may not frequently require the maximum current.

Group 7 consists of two modules, display memory and
display backlight. Display backlight has various brightness
levels that can be set by the user preference. We divide
the brightness levels by 10, and measure the load current
of Group 6 for each level. Then, the load current condition
induced by each bright level is overlapped to the conditions
of the adjacent levels. Fig. 16 shows the resulted load current
distribution of Group 6, when all the levels are equally likely
to occur. Next, we select the seven discrete current values
of an arithmetic sequence satisfying that the minimum and
maximum current values are 11 and 66 mA, respectively.
These current values corresponds to the required width values.
From Algorithm 1 with � = 0.01, a set, {0.0355, 0.1225,
0.2128}, is derived. All the possible effective width from the
set can cover the seven required width values (thus N = 3 is
enough in this case). Finally, we have the enhancement results
that Gainη,S3 = 3.9483%, and Gainη,DSM = 4.3424%, in the
case of all the levels to be equally likely chosen.

For interested readers, we also provide Table IX to show
the detailed results for the ten applications.

VI. Conclusion

This paper demonstrated that significant power loss occurs
during power conversion in the PDN of a smartphone platform.

To mitigate this problem, this paper focuses on the dc–dc
converters in the PDN to introduce two optimization methods
for the dc–dc converters. S3 was presented to configure the
switches in dc–dc converters so that the optimal operating
conditions of the dc–dc converters match to the general load
current conditions. The general load current distributions for
all modules in the platform were derived from the measured
loading profiles and smartphone usage patterns. DSM was
also presented to overcome the lack of capability of the
S3 that may not be optimal for dynamically varying load
conditions. By exploiting the multiswitching scheme, detailed
procedures to select and size the switches were introduced.
To verify the presented methods in an actual smartphone
platform, the PDN characterization procedure was performed.
By the proposed equivalent converter model and grouping
method, the power conversion efficiency of the PDN in the
target smartphone platform could be characterized. Finally, we
applied the proposed optimization methods to the platform.
The experimental results showed that the S3 achieves 6%
overall efficiency enhancement, which translates to 19% power
loss reduction for the general smartphone usage pattern. The
DSM accomplishes the similar improvement at the same
condition. Furthermore, it also can achieve the high efficiency
enhancement in the various load conditions. In the design
flow, both S3 and DSM methods can be applied only after
obtaining the load current distributions for the modules. S3
is simple to implement, but may not produce the optimal
transistor widths under dynamically changing load conditions
or even under the case that the load distribution has a high
variance. On the other hand, DSM has more control/area
overhead than S3, but it can achieve high conversion efficiency
enhancement under all load conditions. Note that if it happens
that the load current distributions are changed because of
newly added applications or changing usage patterns compared
to those used for the initial optimization, the DSM method will
continue to provide power efficiency enhancement because of
its adaptability whereas the S3 method will fail.
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